
FEATURED PRojEcTs



LighTbLocks® 
where light meets color...

LightBLocks are luminous and inspiring colored resins 
with a renewable matte finish used for both architecture 
and design. We fabricate our LightBLocks panels 
to your specifications in any thickness, any color, any 
opacity, any size, and any resin.

our patented technique creates an extra-dimensional 
color that is super durable. Our surface is renewable, 
resists fingerprints, stains, and scratches, and is easy 
to clean.

LightBLocks are used in tables, countertops, walls, 
ceilings, signs, casework, furniture, doors, displays, and 
lighting in settings that include corporate, hospitality, 
healthcare, cultural, education, residential, and retail. 
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Design Challenge 
The designer’s vision for this signature reception space 
combined a massive scale simulating large building blocks 
with the soft tempering of a warming luminescence. 
A combination of multicolored flat and curved panels 
with reveals and flush joints delivered a realistic yet 
fanciful portrayal of giant stacked masonry cubes that 
convey power and comfort simultaneously.

lightbloCks solution 
Working in collaboration with the designer, the millwork 
and the general contractor LightBLocks designed a 
multilayer custom color panel with a rabbet edge detail. 
The joint detail not only facilitated the design, creating the 
appearance of the grouted joints, this detail also became 
the primary structural element to support the panels on 
the wall.

Thermoformed panels were used for the curved portion 
of the wall. Reveals were eliminated where panels 
joined at corners to create the illusion of a solid cube. 
The oversized panels were field trimmed, and then 
LIGHTBLOCKS provided in-field finishing to complete the 
durable surface for the wall.

ProjeCt: Babcock & Brown Law Offices loCation: The Presidio, San Francisco, CA
Designer: Smith Group, San Francisco, CA



Design Challenge 
This colorful project brought with it complicated challenges 
to create very specific lighting effect results. The first hurdle 
in the atrium was to create an illuminated ceiling fixture 
that would transmit changing color LED lighting when 
illuminated, yet blend into the ceiling to become invisible 
when not in use. the second challenge was to construct 
more than 300 light boxes to be suspended from the roof 
deck in colors that matched the changing LED lighting 
in the atrium.

lightbloCks solution 
For the atrium fixtures, LIGHTBLOCKS “Dry Ice” material 
was used to facilitate the lens covers for the light fixtures. 
When dark, the material color blended with the ceiling color 
to disappear into the overall ceiling. When illuminated the 
material translated the LED lighting into a smooth even 
glowing fixture.

the suspended light boxes were color matched to the 
LED lighting using LightBLocks proprietary custom color 
process. Multiple prototypes were created by tweaking 
the color and translucency until the designers were 
convinced the light box colors were a match to the LEDs. 
All components were fully fabricated at LIGHTBLOCKS 
studio for easy installation on site.

ProjeCt: Oakwood Mall loCation: Gretna, LA
Designer: OWP/P, Chicago, IL



ProjeCt: Northeastern University Cyber Cafe loCation: Boston, MA
Designer: Kyu Sung Woo Architects, Boston, MA

Design Challenge 
The designers for this project wanted to create uniquely 
finished work surfaces that would withstand the extreme 
rigors of use and abuse from college students. The work 
surfaces would be subject to physical abuse ranging from 
scratches to doodling, plus liquid spills were also a major 
concern. With a predominantly white pallet, splashes of 
color were interspersed to add interest and focal points 
to the workspace.

lightbloCks solution 
LIGHTBLOCKS LightCast material was selected for its 
moisture resistance. When combined with LightBLocks 
unique, durable 100% renewable surface, LightCast was 
a great solution to address both the design criteria and 
provide a finish that would look like new for many years.

Custom countertops and vertical surface cladding on the 
security desks were fabricated in LIGHTBLOCKS studio to 
field dimensions, with invisible factory seams minimizing 
the number of field seams required.

The custom colored red telephone table was fabricated 
using multilayer 2½-inch material.



ProjeCt: Burj Khalifa Exterior Wayfinding Signs loCation: Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Designer: Square Peg Design, San Francisco, CA

Design Challenge 
Luminescence, a subtle pattern created to exacting 
design and tonal color, durable material able to withstand 
extreme temperatures and intense UV exposure, and a 
surface finish that would last 20-30 years were just a few 
of the design criteria presented to LIGHTBLOCKS for the 
exterior wayfinding signs at this landmark skyscraper. 
These requirements combined with a short lead time, 
continually challenged the LIGHTBLOCKS Project 
Developers from beginning to end creating a scenario that 
LIGHTBLOCKS creativity and craftsmanship excels at.

lightbloCks solution 
LIGHTBLOCKS created more than 100 samples of various 
color tones with the final pattern silk screened on the back 
of the panel, washed with opaque color and protected with 
an industrial coating. In less than 90 days from start to 
prototypes, including shipping samples halfway around the 
world, approval of the design was granted.

Wesley Meyer of Square Peg Design summed up the 
LIGHTBLOCKS efforts…

“First of all let me say it’s really awesome working with you 
guys. Your responsiveness, flexibility, and genuine curiosity 
are a real asset and something your competitors soundly 
lack. Keep it up!”



ProjeCt: Bravern Eye society loCation: Bellevue, WA
Designer: SKB Architecture, Seattle, WA

Design Challenge 
The designers for this project were challenged with a very 
small retail space where they wanted to display eyeglasses 
in a unique style that allowed for maximum product display 
without a cluttered appearance.

lightbloCks solution 
LIGHTBLOCKS “Ice” single-layer material was selected as 
shelving for its unique translucency and warm glowing 
appearance. Items displayed on “Ice” appear as if they 
are floating. Luminescence and finish integrate the surface 
with  the material depth to create a visual illusion of 
suspension. One-inch thick material was used for its 
structural properties, allowing for minimal support 
components to not impede the panorama.

LIGHTBLOCKS “Ice” was also selected to construct a 
service table. The translucency of the material helped 
expand the small space. Plus, LIGHTBLOCKS fingerprint 
resistant finish provided an added bonus by leaving 
shelving and tabletops looking clean after every use by 
patrons and staff.



ProjeCt: Logan Airport terminal B Lighting loCation: Boston, MA
Designer: Bergmeyer & Associates, Inc., Boston, MA

Design Challenge 
The design team created a forest of suspended light box 
lenses, beginning with a few boxes interspersed starting on 
the gate concourse spokes then growing in density as each 
concourse came closer to the food court hub. The light lens 
boxes needed to be suspended at varying heights including 
some boxes being inverted into the ceiling grid creating a 
negative space in contrast to the growing forest of light.

lightbloCks solution 
LIGHTBLOCKS craftsmen fabricated the five-sided light 
boxes in our studio to the specified size. The light fixture 
was suspended above the box hung from the deck. 
To make installation easy and to ensure that each box 
was hung at the correct height, LIGHTBLOCKS attached 
a tin-plated steel angle to two sides of each box at the 
specific position relative to the box size and its placement. 
Each box was numbered to correspond to the grid layout. 
installation simply required pushing the box up into the grid 
opening. The angle collapsed flat, clearing the grid flange. 
When above the grid, the angle snapped back open and 
came down to rest on the grid flange. A safety cable was 
then attached to the deck structure, completing a very 
smooth, mistake free installation.

Each light box lens was also provided with a clear cover on 
the top to keep bugs and debris from collecting in the box, 
making a luminous glowing fixture guiding travelers to their 
next destination.



ProjeCt: City Center, Aria Retail Stores loCation: Las Vegas, NV
Designer: Gabellini Sheppard Associates, New York, NY

Design Challenge 
The design team for the retail store interiors at the Aria 
hotel and casino created a color pallet using eight custom 
colors for permanent and portable merchandising displays. 
The surfacing materials for the fixed displays needed to 
reflect the hanging ceiling treatments and be translucent 
to subtly expose internal structures. In addition, the 
material required a Class “A” or equivalent fire rating 
and had to be made from 40% pre-consumer recycled 
content. the portable displays needed to be durable and 
interchangeable so the merchandising schemes could be 
built in multiple configurations.

lightbloCks solution 
LightBLocks color specialists created custom color 
matches using ¼-inch polyester multilayer materials for 
the permanent merchandising fixtures. Fire testing of the 
post production finished material was executed for the 
custom installation application and actual test results 
were provided to the governing authorities. LightBLocks 
worked in collaboration with the fixture manufacturer 
to coordinate “in shop” installation of the materials and 
worked on a production schedule that delivered materials 
as required to fit the manufacturer’s production flow.

LIGHTBLOCKS LightCast material was selected for the 
portable merchandising displays. custom color matches 
were formulated to coordinate with the colors of the 
cladding for the fixed merchandisers. The portable 
merchandisers were fully fabricated in the LIGHTBLOCKS 
studio, including assembly of casters and components to 
marry fixtures into multiple configurations. All materials 
were finished with LIGHTBLOCKS surface coating for 
durability and easy maintenance.



ProjeCt: Frances Martin Library loCation: Bronx, NY
Designer: 1100 Architects, New York, NY

Design Challenge 
With a colorful pallet of furniture and accessories against a 
bright, light filled backdrop, the designers needed materials 
to soften the cold steel structures of the library casework. 
Modular library shelving frames work well with cladding. 
But how to do this with exact matching colors, plus 
enhance the luminosity of the space, and with a material 
that would stand up to the test of children was a challenge 
made for LIGHTBLOCKS.

lightbloCks solution 
LightBLocks provided color matched acrylic  
materials as the first step in the design process.  
Double sided multilayer material was selected to provide a 
material that would provide the maximum luminosity and 
offer a durable surface on both the outside and inside of 
the casework frame. All materials were cut to size and 
pre-drilled for fasteners to affix to the modular frames. 
This allowed the contractor to assemble the casework on 
site and install the finished LIGHTBLOCKS materials at the 
very end of the construction cycle. 

LightBLocks materials extended the color pallet with a 
durable material that will help provide years of inspiration 
to thousands of young readers exercising their curiosity 
of books.
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